TV/MOVIE REQUEST/PERMISSION FORM

From: (Teacher)
To: Principal or other authorized administrator

I would like to show the _____-rated movie, ____________________________,
in my classroom. I have screened the movie and it is related to the curriculum in the
following manner. (state below)

(teacher signature)

From: Principal or other authorized administrator
To: (teacher)

Classroom viewing is approved/disapproved.

(administrator signature)

Dear Parents/Guardians,

I have received permission to show the above noted movie in the classroom. In
order for your child to watch it, I must have your permission. Please indicate your choice
below. As a matter of information, a G-rated movie is one that, in the opinion of the
parents comprising the Rating Board of the Motion Picture Association of America, is
suitable for all ages and contains nothing offensive to parents. Similarly, a PG-rated
movie is one that may have material parents deem unsuitable. Please indicate below
whether your child has permission to watch the movie. Children not receiving permission
will be sent to another classroom, Media Center, or computer lab to work on an
alternative curricular assignment during the time(s) the movie is shown.

Sincerely,

__________________________  has/does not have permission to watch the movie.

Parent/Guardian signature: __________________________ Date: ______________